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AVA REYES

Hi, my name is Ava Reyes I'm in 8th grade and I'm the only girl in my robotics team. I love  to dance, sing, and

hangout with my friends. I’ve been dancing for 9 years i’ve been competing for 6 years. I love fashion it’s

something that’s fun to me. A lot of people look at me and are like “wow!, you do robotics?” and my answer is yes

lol! I don’t have a lot of the brains but i bring my group a lot of beauty! 



DAMIAN ORTIZ LUKE PEREZ CARLOS JIMENEZ

Hi, my name is Damian I'm in 8th 
grade and I love baseball. I’ve been playing
baseball since i got practically walk! It’s my
dream to be in the MLB and have a very

successful baseball career. I love robotics
because it’s a way of using parts that you
never knew you could do and just create

new things everyday !

Hi, my name is Luke i'm in 8th grade
 I love robotics and I love dogs.

robotics is very fun with not just the
building but the coding and other
fun challenges! My goal this year is

to make it to worlds and I have faith
we will get there! 

Hi, my name is Carlos i'm in 8th
grade and I love robotics. I think
of myself as the comedian in the

group, if our team is having
difficulties with a certain thing

i‘m always there to crack a joke!!  



What Girl Powered Means To Us                                          

Girl powered to us means women taking control and having a lead in things besides
men. We obviously have men on our team but the one girl on our team works just as

hard as the men in our group.



Our Team Roles                                                            

The roles we have on our team is a key to success. We all need to learn each role so if

there's ever an emergency with an important team member we have a backup plan. It's

also good just in general to learn each role because we all need to learn new things. 

Damian's Role: Driver

Ava's Role: Recorder 

Luke's Role: Builder 

Carlos's Role: Play Around



Team Chemistry 

Our team is very hardworking and we all get along. We make it fun and educational as we learn new

things everyday! There's always good communication between everyone in our group. Of course there's

gonna be times where we might not agree on something but the best way to solve that is to compromise

and talk it out.



  Diversity of Perspective                 

 

 

our perspective as a team is to

work together and compromise

instead of fighting and not getting

through anything. We would really

love to make it to states because

not just to travel but our group is

really dedicated to robotics.

 



Stem Role Model                                     

Mark Zuckerberg is the founder of
Facebook. He is a very rich and
successful man. He inspires our

group because from the
technology work he has done and
the way he has made one of the

top used apps in the world is
crazy. Mark is still successful today

with Facebook and is making so
much money by the minute. He
will always be our groups role
model from the success and

money hes made. 


